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CONSTANT DIAMETER SPHERICAL CONVEX BODIES AND 

WULFF SHAPES 

HUHEHAN 

1. BASIC DEFINITIONS 

Throughout this note, let sn denote the unit sphere of the (n + 1)-dirnensional 
Euclidean space町 +1. For any given point P of sn, we denote by H(P) the 

hemisphere whose center is P, namely, 

H(P) = {Q E sn Ip. Q 2". O}. 

Here the dot in the center stands for the scalar product of P, Q in JRn+l. A non-
empty subset W of sn is hemispherical if there exists a point P of sn such that 
the intersection set W n H(P) is the empty set. A hemispherical W of sn is said 
to be spherical convex if the arc between any two points P, Q E W lies in the 
W. Equivalently, a hemispherical W of sn is convex if PQ is a subset of W, for 
P, Q E W, where PQ stands for the following arc 

PQ = { tP + (1 -t)Q 
II tP+ (1-t)Q II 

ESnlO-S:t-S:l}. 

Denote the great-circle distance between two points P, Q of sn by I PQ I, namely, 
I PQ I= arccos―1 (P• Q). Denote the boundary of W is denoted by fJW. A spherical 
convex set W of sn is said to be spherical convex body if W has an interior point 
and closed. For any subset W of sn, the spherical polar set of W is the following 
set, denoted by W0, 

n H(P). 
PEW 

For any non-empty closed hemispherical subset W c S叫theequality s-conv(W) = 
(s-conv(W))00 holds ([10]), where s-conv(W) is the spherical convex hull of W, 
namely, 

{~ いtiPi I文ti=1, ti 2". 0, k EN  and Pi E W}, 
11~7=1 ti Pi I I i=l 

The diameter of a spherical convex body W is defined by 

max{I PQ I I P, Q E W}. 

A spherical convex body Wis said to be constant diameter T, if the diameter of K 
is T, and for every point p E aw there exists a point Q of aw such that IPQI = T 

([7]). We say a hemisphere H(Q) supports W at P if Wis a subset of H(Q) and 
Pis a point of awn aH(Q). The hemisphere H(Q) as defined above is called a 
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suppo仕inghemisphere of W at P. For any two points P, Q(P =Jー Q)of S八the
intersection 

H(P) nH(Q) 

is called a lune. The thickness of lune H(P) n H(Q) is the real number 1r-I PQ I, 
denoted by△ (H(P) nH(Q)). It is clear that thickness of any lune is greater than 0 
and less than 1r. Let H(P) be a supporting hemisphere of a spherical convex body 
W. The width of W with respect to H(P) is defined by ([6]) 

widthH(P) (K) = min{△ (H(P) n H(Q)) I w c H(Q)}. 

The minimum width of Wis called thickness of W, denoted by△ W. A spherical 
convex body W is said to be of constant width, if all widths of W with respect to 
any supporting hemispheres H(P) are equal. A convex body W of sn is said to be 
reduced if△ (X) <△ (W) for every convex body X properly contained in W ([6]). 

2. SOME KNOWN RESULTS 

Lemma 2.1 ([10]). Let X, Y be subsets of sn. Suppose that the X is a subset of 
Y. Then, Y0 is a subset of X0. 

Lemma 2.2 ([10]). The subset W is a spherical polytope if and only if W0 is a 
spherical polytope. 

Lemma 2.3 ([7]). Every spherical convex body of constant width smaller than 1r /2 
on sn is strictly convex. 

Lemma 2.4 ([5]). Let W be a spherical convex body in S叫 andO < T < 1r. The 
following two assertions are equivalent: 

(1) W is of constant width T. 
(2) W0 is of constant width 1r - T. 

In the case of S叫analternative proof of Lemma 2.4 given in [9]. 

Lemma 2.5 ([6]). Every smooth reduced body W of sn is of constant width. 

Theorem 1 ([5]). Let W be a spherical convex body in S叫 andO < T < 1r. The 
following two are equivalent: 

(1) Wis of constant diameter T. 
(2) W is of constant width T. 

For the cases of smoothness boundary and S叫see[8]. The following corollary is 
an easy consequence of Theorem 1 and Lemma 2.4. 

Corollary 2.1 ([5]). Let W be a spherical convex body in S叫 andO < T < 1r. The 
following two propositions are equivalent: 

(1) W is of constant diameter T. 
(2) W0 is of constant diameter 1r - T. 

The following corollary is an easy consequence of Theorem 1 and Lemma 2.5. 

Corollary 2.2. Every spherical convex body of constant diameter smaller than 1r /2 
on sn is strictly convex. 

Corollary 2.3. Every smooth reduced body W of sn is of constant diameter. 
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3. APPLICATIONS TO WULFF SHAPES 

Let'Y : sn→ 民十 bea continuous function, where民十 isthe set consisting 
of positive real numbers. Then the Wulff shape associated with the function'Y, 
denoted by W,, is defined by 

n r,,0・ 
0ESn 

Here r ,,0 is the half space determined by the given continuous function'Y and 

0 ES叫

I',,0={xE町 +1I X . 0 ,::::'Y(0)}. 

By definition, Wulff shape is a convex body and contains the origin of町 +1as 
an interior point. Conversely, for any convex body W contains the origin of罠n+l
as an interior point, there exits a continuous function'Y : Sれ→ 良十 suchthat 
訊=W. For more details in Wulff shapes, see for instance [1, 2, 3]. Let Id : 
町 +1→町 +1x{l}c町 +2be the mapping defined by 

Id(x) = (x, 1). 

Let N = (0, ... , 0, 1) E町 +2be the north pole of sn+i, and let S訂 denotethe 

north open hemisphere of sn+l, 

S訂=sn+1¥H(-N) = {Q E sn+i IN・Q > O}. 

Let aN: S訂→町 +1x {1} be the central projection relative to N, defined by 

aN (Pi, ... , Pn+l, Pn+2) = (凸...'化戸）．
We call the spherical convex body元＝い(Id(Wサ） is the spherical Wulff shape 
of W,. The Wulff shape 

Id―1。知((a計oJd(Wサ）゚）．

is called dual Wulff shape of叩 denotedby VW,. We call a Wulff shape Wis a 
self-dual if W = VW, namely, W and its dual Wulff shape VW  are exactly the same 
convex body. By Theorem 1, Lemma 2.4 and Corollary 2.1, we have the following. 

Corollary 3.1 ([5]). Let'Y : sn→恥 bea continuous function. Suppose that the 

spherical Wulff shape元=a計oJd(Wサof訊 isof constant width. Then 

(1)△団） + diam (正） =7r, 

(2)△団）十△ （正） =7r, 
(3) diam(W,) +△ (w;) = 1r, 

(4) diam(元） + diam (正） =7r, 
where△ (C) and diam(C) are the width and the diameter of spherical convex body 
C in S凡respectively.

A characterization of self-dual Wulff shape is given as follows. 

Proposition 3.1 ([4]). Let'Y : sn→ 民十 bea continuous function. Then W is 
a self-dual Wulff shape if and only if its spherical Wulff shape is of constant width 
計2,namely, the spherical convex body a計oJd(Wサisof constant width 1r /2. 

By Theorem 1, we have the following: 
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Corollary 3.2 ([5]). Let'Y : 3n→ 民十 bea continuous function. Then W, is a 
self-dual Wulff shape if and only if its spherical Wulff shape is of constant diameter 
可2,namely, the spherical convex body a計oJd(Wサisof constant diameter 1r /2. 
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